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Abstract

At GE-CRD, we have applied case-based reasoning (CBR)
planning techniques to manufacturing, financial and
military applications. Here, we discuss our CBR tool and
two military applications based on it -- naval torpedo
defense and military force selection. In the torpedo defense
domain, ships maneuver and use countermeasures to
neutralize enemy torpedoes. We found the need to make
time-critical decisions under uncertainty and
incompleteness, as well as the need to synthesize new cases
by combining parts of old. In force selection, a set of combat
and support forces is selected based on a mission
description. We addressed this problem by using a multi-
stage reasoning process. First, we use mission requirements
to determine required capabilities, then these capabilities
recommend major forces. Finally, combat forces are
augmented with their support units, completing the force
selection task.

1 - Introduction

Case-based Reasoning (CBR) is a well-known planning
and learning technique. At GE-CRD, we are applying CBR
to several applications; naval torpedo defense, military
force selection, and property appraisal. The planning and
learning requirements are different for each application.
This paper describes how we use CBR for these three real
world domains.

Under the ARPAJRome Labs Planning Initiative,
General Electric has developed a case-based reasoning tool
that used fuzzy logic based plausible reasoning to retrieve
similar cases. This tool has been used in naval torpedo
defense and military force selection applications. We used
this tool to represent uncertainty in probe attributes as well
as in library case attributes.

For example, in the torpedo defense domain, contacts
are continually detected in the water, but torpedo threats
must be identified and neutralized or they will destroy the
ship. In these applications, threat positions are uncertain
due to the limitations of current sonar systems. For
instance, the best position data available may be the
existence of a contact on a line of bearing between 20 & 30
degrees at a range of 100 to 1000 meters with no course
information. [Figl]

2 - CARET, a shell for case-based plausible

reasoning

CARET is a general purpose case-based reasoning and
planning shell, using plausible reasoning techniques for
both case selection and modification. The important unique
feature of CARET is the ability to perform case-based
reasoning with uncertain information. Uncertain and
incomplete information is handled by using fuzzy logic
based plausible reasoning techniques developed earlier in
PRIMO. In CARET, abstract features are computed from
probe attributes, and these are used to index into the case
library for similar cases and an appropriate response.

Ellipse represents computed position of current contact.

Ownship is at the center of the drawing.

Figl. Illustration of uncertainty in contact position.
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Fig 2. CARET case retrieval mechanism

In to select a response, it is necessary to develop a
ruleset to translate from the probe attributes to the abstract
features indexing the cases. Uncertain and incomplete
probe attributes cause uncertain and incomplete
abstractions, requiring similarity measures for case
retrieval to handle representations of uncertainty as well.
When important indexing features are missing, the system
must assume default values for these attributes to retrieve
cases. Once a ease has been selected, plausible reasoning
rules are used to analyze and modify the retrieved case,
using uncertain and incomplete information when required.

For example, a radar system reports approximate size,
bearing, range, altitude, and speed of several contacts and
that all course information is unavailable. The remaining
values reported are assumed to be within 20% of the actual
value, and objects are 80% likely to be detected. A
hypothetical doctrine dictates that threatening planes are to
be intercepted and missiles are to be shot down. By the
altitude of one contact, it is unlikely to be a plane and must
be shot. By the speed of another contact, it may be a
commercial flight and non-threatening, however,
intercepting for verification is suggested. This example
illustrates uncertain and incomplete sensor data -- position,
number of contacts, etc. It also illustrates the uncertain and
incomplete conclusions made from the sensor data -- threat
level and type. Cases obtained from doctrine refer to

features not readily obtained from sensor input, requiring
abstraction, and the determination of an appropriate
response requires selecting the most similar case from
doctrine. Finally, the response is tailored to the current
situation, possibly due to uncertainty in case selection
process.

The underlying plausible reasoning system represents
positive and negative belief with a pair of fuzzy numbers.
Several conjunction and disjunction operators exist,
selection reflects the degree of optimism or pessimism
desired. Other operators for manipulating belief include
discounting, a mechanism to weaken (or strengthen)
assertions, and several voting schemes, which describe the
belief obtained from a consensus of sources. In addition,
defeasible reasoning is implemented by relaxing belief
constraints in non-monotonic loops, with the advantage that
preference between the admissible extensions can be
determined quantitatively.

3 - Command & control systems for torpedo
defense

We have studied the use of case-based planning systems
to implement torpedo defense systems for both surface
ships and submarines. While similar to missile defense

X

Fig 3. Torpedo defense scenario, illustrating incompleteness & uncertainty
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Fig 4. Illustration of time dependent solution effectiveness

systems, torpedo defense systems have a number of
interesting unique characteristics.

Current sonar systems return approximate bearing and
range information for contacts, gradually refining this data
over time to determine position. Contact course and speed
information are even less likely to be precise. [Fig3]
However, successful defense against incoming torpedoes
depends on taking action quickly, since both maneuvering
and deploying countermeasures take a considerable amount
of time. In other words, if a commander waits until there is
precise position information on an incoming threat, it is
probably too late to take a defensive action. On the other
hand, acting too early may result in an inappropriate action
being taken. [Fig4] Failures in either mode are likely to be
fatal. Clearly, the planning mechanism must be able to:

1. Determine solutions based on incomplete and
uncertain information. As mentioned above, location
information is often uncertain. The type of threat and its
performance characteristics may or may not be know.
Worse yet, torpedo tracks may be lost due to actions
performed earlier by the planner.

2. Determine optimal solutions based on time
constraints. Selecting between waiting until there is enough
dm_a to employ a highly effective countermeasure or acting
immediately using a less effective one greatly affects the
utility of solution. This aspect of real time performance is
quite difficult, as there is little guidance from experts.

To satisfy the requirement of traceability to doctrine,
CBR was selected as the appropriate technology.
Traceability to doctrine means that every executed plan
must be based on a previously developed and thoroughly
tested scenario. The implemented system must follow
accepted US Navy torpedo defense procedures -- the
maneuvers followed, the countermeasures deployed, etc.
By citing doctrinal eases, the explanation mechanism is
acceptable to ship commanders -- we simply describe the
doctrinal case to them.

Using these doctrinal cases often requires matching on

abstract features that are difficult to encode. For example,
many tactics are dependent on an inexact series of events
occurring, or the existence of inexact spatial relationships.
We have used plausible reasoning techniques to solve these
problems, however, determining ff a probe is similar to a
library case is still quite difficulL Another difficulty occurs
in synthesizing new plans from parts of plans that only
match partially. This occurs with multiple threats, since it
is impossible to store separate cases for every combination
of threats, yet it is undesirable to ignore any incoming
threats.

The learning aspect of the case-based reasoner is not
useful in this domain. The process of adding new positive
cases to the system is not allowable, as positive cases must
be thoroughly tested off-line before they are made doctrine.
On the other hand, while negative cases would be useful to
learn, in real life, the system would likely not survive long
enough to learn it. As the number of doctrine tactics is
relatively small, further efficiency enhancements are not
currently a consideration. The most important questions are
[1] how long do you wait for better position solutions
before committing to a less effective solution, and [2] how
can you merge plans from separate cases during
adaptation?

4 - Force package selection and expansion

Every military mission requires an appropriate set of
forces to implement it. Currently, the way that the set of
forces is developed is quite elaborate, requiring several
teams of military planners from each service. It requires
building general purpose plans in advance, and tailoring the
most appropriate ones to fit the current situation.

In our system, we have separated this task into three
phases [Fig5]:

1. Given a military mission, use CBR to determine a list
of required capabilities of the forces that are to be used.
While some of this knowledge is doctrinal, much is

Mission + Requiredcapabilities + Majorforce list ~ Forcelist

Fig 5. Force package selection and expansion architecture



distributed among the minds of the individual military
planners. Knowing forces that are used for a given mission,
we can determine the capabilities available and try to
reverse engineer the reasons why they were included;
however, we will need the planning expert’s assistance in
developing a case library of capabilities.

2. From the list of capabilities required, use CBR to
determine the major forces required. Recent knowledge
acquisition sessions have started to specify force packages
and their capabilities. A force package is a set of forces
used for a particular capability. By using the capabilities to
index the force packages, we retrieve several possible
matches (sets of force packages). By ranking the similarity
of the matches of individual forces and combined forces,
the best choice and the most likely alternatives are
presented. A match may be improved by adapting the case
by replacing certain force packages with another similar
force.

3. Finally, the major forces are augmented by the
combat support and combat service support forces using a
combination of CBR and RBR. These support forces
include units such as mechanics, kitchens, military police,
and medical equipment. If there are doctrinal rules to
specify how much support is needed for a force of a given
size, those rules can be used, or if a similar set of forces has
been used in the past, CBR can be used to retrieve the
appropriate support units.

The largest difficulty in developing a system for force
selection is locating the necessary data. Many publications
contain bits of information on forces; there is no good place
to find correlated data. Individual planners are only
familiar with small bits of the data, requiring a large
number of experts to participate in the knowledge
acquisition phase, each with his own unique planning
method. The systems the planners currently use arc not as
well integrated as we would like, making it difficult to get
the da!a required for building case libraries.

An important feature for new planning applications is
the ability to plan or replan portions of the task under user
direction. In part, this is why the force selection task is
separated into several phases. In most cases, the knowledge
to adapt cases correctly for the task will only be available
from the planners developing the plan. Unlike the previous
system, eventually the force selection system will need to
handle a very large case library, increasing the importance
of efficiency.

that had previously been checked by hand for matches,
relying on the experience of an expert to retrieve similar
cases and adapting the results manually. Adaptation of
plans by blending the plans from retrieved cases is likely to
be of great importance.
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Other systems

Other CBR systems currently under development at GE-
CRD include financial and manufacturing applications.
Requirements of these systems are vastly different from the
two described above. One system may have a distributed
case library of millions of cases, with hundreds of probes
being made per hour. This system requires more research
on efficient retrieval of cases with incomplete information.
Another system has a library of many thousands of cases




